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Duo Normand Race Report – 18 September 2011 – Alun Tribe
This year the Hampshire Road Club put three and a half teams into the Duo Normand 2 up team time trial in Normandy
and in summary it was absolutely fantastic! Read more to find out who the ½ team was!

Thursday Night:
You know how it is, a ferry to catch and Andy’s picking you up in 10 minutes. All that seems to go through my mind is:
Did I pack my helmet? Where’s my passport? Is Dave ready!! Shoes and gloves are in the bag…………. Luckily it all
went well and we collected Heffin at his house with plenty of time and off to Pompey ferry terminal we went. We met up
with Gary and Dee at the port and once on ship everyone had a quick
drink before sleeping through the journey.
Friday:
Dave and I were lucky in a way because although we hadn’t ridden it
together we had both ridden the event several times before as juniors.
Everyone else was a Duo Normand virgin so I felt a sense of
responsibility to my team mates. On the Friday (we got there a few
days early to prepare) we had an unofficial club run to take in the
course and guess what – I punctured a tub – Vittoria have made a
fortune out of me this year! Anyway, it was a cracking day, sun and
blue skies and I realised that it’s strange how as a kid how you don’t
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spot the little details of everything because everyone is doing it all for you. So imagine our surprise when after about
10 km we rode into a village named Tribehou! Of course, now that Dave and I could be counted as locals we were
very much at home and knew we were on for a good ride ☺
The non-locals posed in protest against the village’s other sign, although I’m not sure what Chris was thinking as he
stared at it!

After the ride we went back to our excellent Gite which Dee had
found on the interweb, and went out to eat at the local bar. This was
followed by a long night of word association games supplied by Andy
which was a good laugh, although I wish Dee was as competitive on
a bicycle as she is at board games – how can an egg timer mean so
much to one person?
Saturday:
The next day was “signing on” day and it also coincided with the start
of the rain. We met up with lots of people from Hampshire and West
Sussex such as Simon Tout and Glen Longland and the village had
a really good vibe as the podiums and barriers were going up – the local BBQ was also well received.
After collecting our name boards and numbers we hit the local bars for some extra gossip and found out that HRC
tricycle expert Malcolm Waters was competing with his friend Rodrick Sparrow.

Then we all went back to base and the ladies cooked us loads of Pasta – which was excellent and most people had an
early night.
Race Day!
Everyone was a little bit more subdued on Sunday morning as we all started to take the event seriously and go through
our own preparations, although Den and Chris seemed to have a very different approach to this than everyone else,
answers on a post card please. (send those answers to the ed for inclusion in next months newsletter…)
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As for the weather - it rained, alright it poured with rain, but where else can you start on a UCI ramp, get counted down
in French and have a following car behind you with your team members names emblazoned across and your spare
wheels in the back! Not that I’m knocking the push off’s that Derek gives and the southern twang that Burt can count
backwards in, but you have to be there (you all have a year to get fit).

As for the course, well what can I say? Imagine the UK closing an A road so cyclists could ride across it, turn in the
middle of it and have following cars and leading motorbikes, even for the club riders. It really is mind boggling for the
UK cyclist to be in such an atmosphere. But especially for Dave and I as sure enough, we did get a big cheer as we
flew through Tribehou and the local families stood under their umbrellas watching the teams.
Dave and I had a great ride and all the years of riding together really paid off, as we kept the through and off close and
frequent throughout (perhaps a little too close, as on one occasion I felt Dave bouncing off my back tyre but to be
honest I was just glad it wasn’t another puncture!), Andy and Gary weren’t so lucky as Gary broke an aero bar when he
hit a bump in the road, they tried to ride with it for a while but had to stop and tape it up in the end so lost a few minutes
(rumour has it that Gary took a recent bike maintenance course with the legend that is Derek Harris!). Despite this
setback they still rode a really good race.
Chris and Den had never ridden a 2 up together before which can sometimes make it difficult but they rode to a good
result, especially as the rain seemed to intensify for them in the last few km.
As expected, the highlight for me was the town square with 6 km to go, you fly round it with the crowds and the tannoy
blaring and it gives you that extra lift you need before the two final climbs, although I must say I was dead chuffed as
Dave and I finished to see Gary and Andy hung over the barriers shouting encouragement at us. We all did the same
for Den and Chris.

I guess that is pretty much it but I must say a few words for our support crews who it seems have managed to avoid
many of the photographs. Competing in an event like this just wouldn’t work without a support crew (ask Team Axiom
for whom we supported two of their teams on the day). The really big thing that we had though, were calm and great
people from the HRC to help. Dee drove for Gary and Andy and saved the day with the tape for the bars. Hefin drove
for Dave and I, even bringing our waterproof jackets down to the finish for us which was a nice thought. Lorna and Jo
drove for Chris and Den and they also drove round with us on the Friday taking pictures. Driving behind people racing
is not that easy with other teams to avoid (just to be clear, none of us got caught but we all caught loads of teams), and
trying to park near the finish with hundreds of team cars everywhere is no mean feat. The road club has really pushed
on this year and this was just another example of what a great group of people we have both racing and supporting us.
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And finally, a massive thanks to Dee. She was an absolute star in
arranging accommodation, ferries and food. Next year though she will
need more help so that she can ride it ☺
On a personal note to all the HRC members that have organised and
raced this season - thanks everyone for making my return to cycling
such a great experience – why on earth did I give this up?
Al.
(Pictures courtesy of the Duo team and supporters )

Future Events
The meeting point for the President’s ride is Westbourne square on 9th October at 09:30. The actual route is shrouded
in mystery until the actual day . The ride will include lunch at an eating establishment.
An interesting 28 mile hilly TT open event organised by our friends, Southdown Velo on October 16th, on the Hilly
Goodwood Classic (P911) course. This route has been used in the past as part of the world championships.
On the same date, 16th October, is a 200km Audax, for further details contact Paul Whitehead

Club Rides
By the time you read this newsletter the first Sunday morning club ride will have taken place on 2nd October
at 09:00, meeting at the usual point, Havant Leisure Centre. Alun’s plan for the first ride is to give us an
insight into the Southdown Velo P911 Goodwood Classic route which will take place on the 16th of October.
‘As last year these rides are about more than fitness, they are to introduce new riders to our club, develop
group riding skills and keep some of the banter and spirit within the club. This means being flexible and
offering encouragement to everyone.’ There are also informal ‘first past the village sign sprints’ and ‘who
can get to the top of the hill first’. Speaking from experience Al’s rides are great fun and those inbuilt
‘challenges’ help provide some of the banter. Importantly nobody is left behind!
Tuesday club ride reports – Chris M :
Tuesday 6th September: Cancelled due to gales and rain all day and all night!
Tuesday 13th September: 6 riders out with a local potential rider Alasdair coming along and our new member Julia joined the
evening too. The ride went north of Westbourne zig zagging the local small lanes taking in Walderton, East Marden Racton
Rowlands Castle and back. About 28 miles covered. Had to go into the Fox and Hounds to get rid of out of date Beer and Lager.
The owner thanked the club riders for their support.
Tuesday 20th September: 3 hardy riders braved strong winds to ride the key parts of the hilly course for practise in doing the
Sunday ride and to prepare for the Chartlon Hill Climb in November. 25 miles covered. The Fox and Hounds was checked out but
all products tested luckily were in date this week!

24hr East Sussex Cycling Association / RTTC National 24hr Championship Event
Well done to marathon riders Chris McGuire and Paul Whitehead. Report from Chris below.
(Part 1)
The idea of entering the National 24hr time trial 2011, being held for once in the South of England, at the end of the 2010 season
in the Richmond Arms sat with my other proposed 24hr riders Den and Paul seemed a long way off and a bit crazy. Nowdown to
just Paul and I, the day dawned in a damp heavily overcast East Sussex village hall at Berwick near Hailsham. The training was
done, the bike prepared, we were actually on time, the food was packed and the team of Jo my wife, and Tim her brother, my
brother in law were ready to start. We met Paul and Gerry who were getting ready too. Our photos were taken (see the August
newsletter), numbers collected and we were ready to go. I was off an hour before Paul so had to get going. First mistake, forgot to
put my saddle cream on in all the excitement, blast. Rode to the start which felt further and hillier than I remembered, so was
cutting the start time fine, when I noticed my speedo had stopped working! 24hrs riding on feeling was not what I needed. Anyway
I got to the start and had a few minutes to check stuff. Contacts werer clean, wire intact, magnet still on. Don’t show panic to riders
around me, ah got it, the sensor had twisted being blown (you wouldn’t have issues like that with a Garmin GPS, Ed) on the roof
rack away from the magnet. I put it back spun the wheel and breathed a sigh of relief. Phew, speed and mileage again! With quite a
packed start line and lots of noise I heard my “number 14”. It was 12.14pm. So with plenty of cameras trained on the start I put on
my best Lance Armstrong face, stared down the road and breathed out deeply, here we go! I’d driven the route over a couple of
days previously, so felt confident of where I was going but still knew I was going to ride over this time period the furthest that I
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had ever been in one go. On the plus side I had 24hrs of bike riding to enjoy and just concentrate on being on the bike so it was
going to be what I liked doing. However, I couldn’t decide what clothing to wear so I was in a bit of a quandary as to how many
layers should keep me comfortable. I was maybe overdressed but could change in a couple of hours when I met my support crew
for the first time, hope it didn’t rain though. The course was quite complex, hilly and had a poor surface and so took a lot
of studying, I hoped my support team could find the first stopping point we’d agreed on. I had to concentrate on drinking a bottle
per hour and get 3 food items in my stomach per hour, for every hour until the finish. My strategy was to get to my comfortable
cruising speed and stay there. I was going to treat myself to freewheeling downhill to conserve energy until I got through to the
following day.
Having passed a few reasonable looking riders in the first hour I thought I ought to watch it, I may be going a bit mad! Some faster
looking riders passed me as well but they kept me focussed on the road and mentally alert. I set my speedo to cadence only
checking mileage on the hour, and kept checking my position on the bike keeping relaxed and sat comfortably in the middle of my
saddle, with my arms resting on my tri bars. Slowly but surely the route in my head began to become reality, and I was progressing
down the course. There were several marshals and lots of support teams on the side of the road cheering riders on, which lifted the
spirits as you passed. The signeage was quite good too which gave me confidence, come on! However although I was drinking
frequently, my favourite snacks that I had trained with didn’t seem quite as nice as I remembered. I had to eat, so I forced dried
apricots,cereal bars, fruit and salted peanuts down my throat, but not in the quantity I felt I needed……..(to be continued)

Clonmore 2011
The interclub Clonmore event took place on the 25th September run by Southdown Velo on the 25 mile P901 course. Despite a
sterling effort and beating the previous winners, Worthing Excelsior, it was not enough to overhaul Southdown Velo who fielded a
very strong team and finished more than ten minutes ahead of 2nd placed Hampshire Road Club. Sounds like another challenge for
next year. The full results can be seen in part two of the newsletter.

Picture of most of the team courtesy of Heffin

BBQ Chez Langdown
Pippa and Andy Langdown very kindly hosted a pre Duo Normande post racing season bbq for club
members, many thanks Pippa and Andy. The Food was tasty, conversation fun and pudding gorgeous.
Annual Luncheon and Prize Presentation
This will be held on Sunday 11th December at the Brookfield Hotel, Emsworth. Tickets will be available
shortly from the Luncheon Secretary, Peter Courtnell.
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New Member
Welcome to new racing member, Howard Milner, from Portsmouth.

Pete Dawson
After a short illness Pete Dawson sadly passed away on Saturday 25th September, all of
our thoughts and sympathies go to Margaret and his family. Pete was a proflic cyclist, a
cycling expert, a mentor to many club members and a friend to all, Pete will be very
greatly missed.

Postbag
1) Suggested designs for the new club kit from Dee.
We'd like to have two new designs plus the existing club kit to be voted on at the AGM, for the next order of club clothing. We've
had the 'suggestions box' open for people to try some designs for a couple of months now and suggestions have been flooding in.
The proposal is to have designs or partial designs to be discussed and voted on, at the Monday Club night of the 10th October
and narrow all the ideas down to two new club designs at the end of the evening. All suggestions presented to the club on that
evening will be anonymous.
If you still have ideas you'd like to put forward, send them to the Dee ferrett.clan@sky.comor Emily emilyiredale@hotmail.com(or
failing that hand/send them to the Secretary too). Emily will put suggestions/ideas into a computer format. If you can get ideas to
the above people by the Monday 3rd October that would be best, stuff sent in that week before would be good too but you can still
bring ideas along on the 10th for consideration. See you there for a stimulating evening!
2) You may have heard recently, that Gerry won a £250 prize from Endura to spend on their standard clothing range for answering
a questionaire and providing feedback after our club order of clothing. Gerry donated this prize to the club and ways of spending it
have been discussed. Finally it has been decided that for Club members to get some benefit from this prize, ten £25 gift vouchers
will be available to spend at Endura. A draw of names of people who forward their names to Dee will be made from a hat in the
clubroom on Monday 10th October. You can spend this as all or part of an order that Dee will place in the next month or so. The
money can be spent on any Endura items from their catalogue/internet site such as cycle clothing, hats, overshoes, gloves,
waterproofs, etc. So pass your names to Dee via email ferrett.clan@sky.com, or contacton 02393 114664 or
07935328299 before the 10th.

Ramblings
Somehow I have ended up being the guest editor of the newsletter once more, I suspect it is more to do with Chris M
enjoying his holidays rather than my editing ability.
While I was surfing the internet one day I came across the South DC points table, where points are awarded based on
the rider’s position in South DC open events. What stood out, at least to an amateur like me, is how the club
performed during the 2011 season. At the time of writing this HRC are in eighth position and higher placed than all
our regular neighbouring clubs (bar a3crg). Yes we have 490 points compared to first position VC St Raphael (1744!)
but a top five position is certainly not out of reach next year. Gary is currently 23rd in the individual points list with
255 and Andy 37th with 180, so a majority of the club points that is great work, and also bodes well for the newer
riders next year. With the Open Goodwood Classic in October still to come points and positions for all entrants
should increase.
Those who are reading this on the internet click here to see how some people ride their carbon steads (warning not for
the faint hearted) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z1fSpZNXhUAnd perhaps another method of training …
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sS_0puMJ1gQ&feature=related
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Two major events, notably the Duo Normand and the 25mile Clonmore event.
Duo Normand, France 54Km 300m
Classement
Catégorie
Nom DUO
13
Non licenciés LANGDOWN Andrew - FERRETT Gary
27
Non licenciés TRIBE Alun - TRIBE David
41
Non licenciés TAPPING Den - MCGUIRE Chris
93
Non licenciés WATERS Malcolm - SPARROW Rodrick
Full results at: http://www.duonormand.com/fr/pages/edition2011.php

Dossard
395
387
378
385

Temps final
01:24:11
01:30:02
01:34:30
01:49:17

Clonmore 25mile P901/25 25th September (handicap points pending)
Pos
1
4
5
16
21
22
27
38
44
45
49
51
52

Name
Darryl Rice
Andy Langdown
Garry Ferret
Dan Tapping
Matthew Pratt
Alun Tribe
Hamish Walker
Emily Iredale
Brian Hall
Julia Hammond
Ryan Adams
Dee Ferrett
Mel Rooney

Club
SDV
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC
HRC

Time
00:55:58
00:56:51
00:57:05
01:00:01
01:02:34
01:03:21
01:03:53
01:08:10
01:12:12
01:12:24
01:20:27
01:23:45
Wrong Turn

Ave Speed
26.79
26.32
26.32
25.00
24.00
23.62
23.45
22.06
20.83
20.83
18.75
18.07

Points
4
3
2
1

1
1
8

2
8
3

3
9
11

2
5
4
36
6

25/
9

Placing
points

14
1
5
16
8
2
13
41
9
10
9
30
5

16/8

Total
points

Dave Tribe
Hamish Walker
Paul Whitehead

5
25
3

14
1
5
14
3
2
9
5
3
10
4
5
2

02/8
H
Only

Handic
apts

Ryan Adams
Adam Boodle
Keith Drew
Sean Elliott
Gary Ferrett
Emily Iredale
Barney Jafkins
Andy Langdown
Chris Lillywhite
Chris McGuire
Matthew Pratt
Den Tapping
Alun Tribe

Total
Pts t5/428/6P

Rider

Placing
points

Club Event

Handic
apts

HRC PLACING and HANDICAP POINTS TABLE (subject to checking by the rider and Bert)

7
29
3

17
1
5
16
3
6
9
7
3
11
7
5
2

17
1
5
18
14
6
13
51
9
11
14
34
5

1
1
8

2
9
3

3
10
11

3H

2H
3
4H
2H
1H
3H

3

4

4

1
2

1
2

1H

2
11
4
44
6

The handicap points
competition (i.e.a rider improving on their own performances after taking into account the scratch rider’s performance) is down to
the wire between Ryan and Sean! The championship placing points is clearer cut. Handicap points from 25th are not included above
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HRC Riders results out at other local club’s courses. (From August)
1st Andy Langdown/Den Tapping, 1:03:00
6th Alun Tribe/Dave Tribe 01:08:03
Solo rides
9th Hamish Walker, 1:11:23

a3crg 10m 03-Aug-2011 P881
1st Steve Walkling, VC St Raphael, 20.21
22nd Gary Ferrett 22.37
51st Brian Hall 26.41
58th Dee Ferrett 30.36

Alton CC H10/8 10 mile TT 25th August
1st Adam Bell, Alton CC, 21:44
6th Den Tapping, 23:12
19th Hamish Walker, 24:58

Alton CC H10/8 10 mile tt 4th August
1st Adam Bell, Alton CC/Owens Cycles, 22.00
2 Andy Langdown, 22.20
4 Den Tapping, 23.24
8 Alun Tribe 24.32

Team Axiom 28th Aug P881r TTT (shortened 25)
1st Team Utag Yamaha , 00:52:00
4th Alun Tribe/Dave Tribe , 00:59:00
Solo rides
7th Gary Ferrett , 01:02:59
8th Hamish Walker , 01:03:02
10th Dee Ferrett , 01:20:00

BRCC 4th Aug P901/10
1st D Rice, SDV, 21.43
14th H Walker, 24.46
29th B Hall, 27.31
BRCC 7th Aug P901/25
1st P Younghusband, Tri-UK, 56.30
11th B Hall, 1.13.45

A3CRG 29th Aug P881/50 Open
1st Julian Jenkinson, Utag Yamaha, 01:42:03
18th Gary Ferrett, 01:55:41
22nd Andrew Langdown, 01:56:36

Alton CC H10/8 10 mile TT 11th August
1st Adam Bell, Alton CC, 22:20
2nd Andy Langdown, 22:30
5th Den Tapping, 23:49
7th Barney Jafkins, 24:41
8th Alun Tribe, 24:59
10th Sean Elliott, 25:26

Alton CC H10/8 10mile TT 1st September
1st Chris Birch, East St Cycles, 20.31
7th Andy Langdown, 21:37
10th Garry Ferrett, 22.10
13th Den Tapping, 22:54
24th Alun Tribe, 23:54
25th Dave Tribe, 24:02
28th Hamish Walker, 24:18
41st Emily Iredale, 25:46
47th Dee Ferrett, 30:35

BRCC P903/10 10mile Hilly, 11th August
1st Sean Smart, SDV, 23:54
25th Ryan Adams, 35:17
A3CRG P881r 25 Open, 14th August
1st Steve Walkling, VC St Raphael, 00:51:23
26 Andy Langdown, 00:56:56
27th= Gary Ferrett, 00:57:17
55th Den Tapping, 01:00:01

Kent Cycling 12 hour
1st Andy Miles, VC Elan, 267.30 miles
17th Chris McGuire, 212.22 miles
Alton CC H25/8 25 mile Open 4th September
1st Richard Simmonds, The Altitude Centre, 00:50:27
11th Andy Langdown, 00:56:38
20th Gary Ferrett, 00:58:09
33rd Den Tapping, 01:00:07
54th Hamish Walker, 01:05:05
72nd Dee Ferrett, 01:22:46

BRCC P912/8 8 mile TT, 18th August
1st D Shephard, Stella, 18:03
26th Brian Hall, 23:09
27th Ryan Adams, 23:52
Alton CC H10/8 10 mile tt 18th August
1st Pete Younghusband, Tri-UK, 21:29
4th Sean Elliott, 24:28

Bognor Regis P901 25mile Open 11th September
1st Sebastian Adler, a3crg, 00:54::37
21st Den Tapping, 01:01:37
26th Alun Tribe, 01:03:24
32nd Hamish Walker, 01:05:08

PNECC P829, Ladies 10 Km 18th August
1st Dani King, Horizon Fitness, 15:45
3rd Dee Ferrett, 19:36
Private Ride
1st Nick Andrews, PNECC, 14:26
2nd Gary Ferrett, 14:37
East Sussex CA 21st August 100m
1st Andy Miles, VC Elan, 03:50:04
35th Chris McGuire, 05:21::28
Team Axiom 21st Aug P821 TTT
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